Conference: “Consensus Builders 1”:
Wednesday evening, 7-Feb-2018.
Subject: “Internet Community-Organizing, & Crypto-Currencies”
Special Guest Speaker: “Raymond D. Powell”
Partial & Loose “Transcript” of the Conference’s Recording.
13:50: Rhoda Gelman, of Astoria, & Clatsop County, in Oregon; introduced her-self; & described her
skill-sets related to “Public Relations” Organizing “Events”, & “Funds-Raising”. She further offered to
“See how I can Help” our growing community in “Getting Organized”, by donating her focused time &
energy in these skill-set areas. Charles responded by saying that we do “Need to put-together a Team
to help Save the Country”; & Rhoda affirmed her desire to help with these sorts of goals. We definitely
want to follow up on this.
17:40: David Schied joined the Conference.
20:20: Alli Larkin joined the Conference
26:00: Guest-Speaker Raymond Powell, aka Rayzer, appeared in the Talkshoe chatt-windo.
28:30: Conference-Host Charles Stewart commented on the Necessity for “Community Organizing”
part of this conference, by saying: “Just because we have lots of good Statutory “Laws” in place, does
Not mean we have any-one in any Meaningful Position of Power who will Respect those “Laws”.
31: Raymond actually Called In to our Conference.
34:00: Raymond described how he has designed a program to run a “Free Lakota Bank”; & whereunder Credits were to be issued based on holdings of Gold & Silver.
41: 30: Raymond affirmed & summarized Charles’ description of “Asset Backed Currencies”;
examples of which would inherently include backing from Gold, Silver, other Commodities, &/or
People’s own Marketable Skill-Sets.
Raymond went-on to describe how Holochain’s Crypto-Currency, called “Holo-Fuel”, is designed, at
its foundational-level, to market these same “Asset-Backed Currencies”.
Raymond continued on to describe other Key-Concepts, which should be comprehended in order to
fully comprehend this powerful new technology, is “Peer to Peer Networking”, (which “cuts-out
middlemen”).
Raymond continued to describe how the Holochain currency is Superior to the crypto-currencies of
many other communities, including “Bitcoin”; because Holochain’s program is Not reliant on any
Complex “Token Tracking System”; but rather Holochain is designed to “Recognize Energetic Flows
Between People”.
It is designed “To Make it As Easy as Possible to Work with Each-Other, to Exchange”.
Raymond declared: “Currency is about an Exchange”; & computer hardware which is programed to
efficiently Facilitate such “Exchanges” must more specifically be programed for “Recognizing the
Energetic Flows between People”.
A bit earlier Raymond described how the whole Holochain computer-program system can
accurately be described & visualized as nothing more or less than a “Mutual Credit System”.
Raymond also described how specific Hardware “Boxes” can be sold & purchased for
attachment to those people who are more deeply involved in building the Holochain Network, so that
the Network can function with greater efficiency. We need to further explore the details of whet these

“Boxes” do that a normal computer can not do; whether or not average users should seriously consider
purchasing them, & what their Price for purchase will be.
55:00: David Schied presented a number of issues; including the desirable possibility of using as
“Crypto-Currency Backing”, what is well-known in modern areas of “Commercial Law”, as
“Commercial Default Judgements”.
These would be Secured through the “Failure to Respond” by the Accused individual to Formally
Certified-Mailed Accusations of Commercial Damage & Debt.
Modern patriotic activists have frequently used these mailed documents to there-in specifically Accuse
individual “Public-Servants” & “Corporate Officers & Share-Holders” of “Corruption”; & whereunder they have allegedly Commercially “Damaged” the Plaintiff &/or Other Members of the Public;
all of which Results in a “Debt/Credit” Relationship between Accused & Accuser.
David further pointed-out how this entire system of “Commercial Law” is very ancient, traditional, &
well-settled; & that it has been specifically Enacted in-to modern State & Federal Statutes through the
“Uniform Commercial Code”.
David went on to propose how this entire process can be used to quickly produce a very large Volume
of “Commercial Credit”; all of which can be pledged as “Commercial Backing” for modern cryptocurrencies, such as Holochain.
1:10:00: Charles Stewart commented in support of David’s proposition, by focusing on how such
“Commercial Default Judgements” against specific Powerful Corrupted Corporate-Officers & PublicServants might be used as “Incentives” for “Marketing” such “Commercial Debts/Credits” to specific
individuals, many of whom are rightfully Angry at those other-wise seemingly completely “UnAccountable Corrupted Powerful People”, & who would naturally feel enthused about finally getting
some form of economic “Justice” in response there-to.
1:12:00: Charles went on to explain how several large Categories of “Assets” could be used as Backing
for crypto-currencies.
Raymond agreed with these points; but clarified that it would Not actually be Holochain facilitating
this, but that an “Exchange” Web-Site would be set-up, & which would then run the “Holochain
Program” to distribute these currencies to those individuals who have under-taken to responsibly
participate in this “Mutual Credit System”.
Raymond further clarified by saying that there can & should be Multiple “Exchanges” set-up, so that
“People do Not have to Rely on One Exchange”; & where-under Each Mutual-Credit Exchange has Its
Own Crypto-Currency, & where-under People can Exchange Any One Currency for Any Other
Currency.
1:17:00: Raymond continued by explaining that the Holochain program establishes a “De-Centralized
Computing Environment”. Here-under; each computer’s Holochain program Automatically &
Regularly Communicates with Multiple “Nodes”, all around the world; & un-like Etherium & many
other programs, it “Costs Nothing” to run this program.
Once properly set-up, then you start Issuing Your Own Crypto-Currency.
The maim work-load is just to “Keep Track of the Different Wallets”; all of which is accomplished by
Distributing Widely to the different Nodes around the world, “Multiple Copies” of the frequently updated “Ledger”, which includes there-in the Account-Balances & Itemized Transactions associated with
each individual’s secured account’s “Wallet” program.
1:27:00: Alli Larlin expressed her views on how this new Crypto-Currency technology might be used
in a number of areas; especially in promoting “Environmental Concerns for “Clean Air & Water”.

1:37:00: Raymond described his own related web-page, called “NewEarth.Global”. Charles had
difficulties finding activism related data there-in; but likely just needs some direction from Ray.
Raymong further described his experiences with the “Free Lakota Bank” program that he wrote; & he
also described his Facebook page under “Raymond D. Powell”; & here:
https://www.facebook.com/rayzer42?ref=br_rs
1:44:00: In response to questions from Charles about how best to involve other Holochain activists in
this effort; Raymond pointed-out that these Phone-Conferences are seemingly becoming lessfashionable, with “Video Conferencing” rapidly becoming the preferred choice for most people active
in these areas.
Raymond also suggested that we regularly post comments, questions, & up-dates in the various “HoloChat” subject-focused discussion groups; one example of which is here:
https://chat.holochain.net/appsup/channels/town-square
1:45:00: Raymond told Charles to later ask Ray if the Schedule noted in his personalized Calendar will
allow for him to join in another Phone-Conference with us, on the date of 21-Feb-2018; Wednesday.
1:46:00: Alli commented about Charles goof-up on the “ID-Code” for our first emailed Announcement
for this Phone-Conference; & I promised that I would be much more attentive about that, the next-time
we do a similar conference here.
1:48:00: Raymond formally left our conference; as also did David Schied.
1:50:00: Charles un-muted “Jeremiah Guthrie”, aka “Donaldson”; from his default status of being
muted, because of his frequent habit of being dis-respectful & disruptive of other more respectful &
well-mannered participants in these conferences.
3:43:00: This conference continued on for a full 3-hours & 43-minutes; with Jeremiah sharing some
good commentary; but which, near the end, again became disruptive, as recognizes by Alli, Rick, Mike,
& Charles; & where-under Charles finally shut-down the recording & concluded the conference.
Again, this “Transcript” is composed in manners which are only “Partial” , “Loose”; & there are
likely numerous “Errors” here-in; but Charles has made an honest effort to non-prejudicially capture
the essence of this valuable discussion; & will be happy to up-date this document if & when any others
submit text which either corrects or adds to this one.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

